Can the study be conducted remotely?

**YES**
- Transition to remote operation
  - UCalgary Information
  - CHREB guidance

**NO**
- Is the study happening at ACH?

**YES**
- Is the study happening on the UCalgary Campus?

**YES**
- Is this study providing an essential treatment that would otherwise not be available to patients?

**YES**
- Study may proceed provided that patient safety can be maintained and staff and patients are not asked to be onsite unnecessarily
  - *No need to request exemption
  - AHS Guidelines

**NO**
- Pause study
  - Please contact Nicole Romanow

**NO**
- Is your research “critical”?

**YES**
- Submit exemption request

**NO**
- Pause study
  - Please contact Kathy Gratton

---

No new studies unless they are Covid-19 related or considered essential

Please contact Nicole Romanow (Peds) or Kathy Gratton (ACHRI) if you need guidance to determine if your study should proceed